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Abstract. Answering open-ended questions in Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a challenging task. As the answers are totally free-form,
the answer space for open-ended questions is infinite in theory. This increases the difficulty for algorithms to predict the correct answers. In
this paper, we propose a method named answer distillation to decrease
the scale of answer space and limit the correct result into a small set of
answer candidates. Specifically, we design a two-stage architecture to answer a question: First, we develop an answer distillation network to distill
the answers, converting an open-ended question to a multiple-choice one
with a short list of answer candidates. Then, we make full use of the
knowledge from the answer candidates to guide the visual attention and
refine the prediction results. Extensive experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our answer distillation architecture. The results
show that our method can effectively compress the answer space and improve the accuracy on open-ended task, providing a new state-of-the-art
performance on COCO-VQA dataset.
Keywords: Answer distillation · Visual Question Answering.
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Introduction

Recent years, Visual Question Answering (VQA) has gained wide attention in
deep learning research as it is an important form of artificial intelligence-related
tasks. Generally speaking, VQA models require two modalities of information:
text and images. The inputs are images and natural language questions about
the image and the goal is to generate a natural language answer for the given
inputs. Automatically answering questions about visual images is a challenging
task and the best performances are still far weaker than human’s [3].
As a primary form in VQA, the open-ended task is a research hotspot in
this area. Since the answers for open-ended questions are totally free-form, the
answer space is usually very large. This causes much difficulty for algorithms to
answer a question, because directly seeking the correct answer in a large space
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Fig. 1. A two-stage pipeline for visual question answering. Stage 1: Generate answer
candidates for open-ended question by answer distillation. Step 2: Pick the correct
answer from the answer candidates. WE indicates word embedding module.

is not an easy task. What’s more, for a given question-image pair, the number
of potential answer candidates is usually very small and most of the answers are
irrelevant which should not be reserved. For example, in Fig.1, since the question
is asked about the color of the dog and there are only a few kinds of colors in
the image, the possible correct answers can only be “black”, “white”, “brown”,
and so on. Some other answers like “sky”, “smile” are impossible to become a
correct result and should be excluded. Such a process to generate a set of answer
candidates for questions is referred to as answer distillation in this paper.
There are two advantages to conduct answer distillation for open-ended questions. First, it can reduce the scale of answer space for the decoder to predict the
correct answers. Namely, answer distillation converts an open-ended question to
a multiple-choice one. Second, new knowledge from the answer candidates can
be introduced and used in answer reasoning. Based on the two advantages, we
propose a two-stage architecture for open-ended task in VQA. In the first stage,
we distill answers and predict the answer candidates. Then in the second stage,
we introduce the candidates to guide the final answer prediction.
The feasibility for answer distillation is built on the two observations in VQA
dataset. The first one is that similar questions can be asked about different images and get different answers. For example, the answers for the question in Fig.1
can be “white”, “black”, “black and white”, “brown”, etc., when it is asked about
different images. If we ignore the image information, then there is a strong relationship between the question “What color is the dog?” and the answer set
{‘white”, ‘black”, “black and white”, “brown”, ...}. We call this kind of relationship Common Sense and it is also learnable. The second observation is that
each question-image pair is annotated with multiple answers in common VQA
datasets [3, 7]. Although the answers may be different, they are all supposed to
be answer candidates because these answers are the most reasonable ones from
the views of the annotators. Based on the above two observations, we design a
multi-task answer distillation network to predict the answer candidates. In the
first task, the network takes questions as input to learn the common sense an-
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swer candidates. While in the second task, we jointly make use of knowledge from
questions, images and the Common Sense to learn multiple-answer candidates.
After answer distillation, an open-ended question is converted to a multiplechoice question with a list of answer candidates. Usually, for open-ended questions, we learn knowledge from questions and images and then reason the answer,
in which the question guided visual attention mechanism is often employed. But
for multiple-choice questions, we can further utilize the knowledge from answer
candidates to reason which candidate is more correct. In this study, we further
develop an answer guided visual attention mechanism to introduce the knowledge
of answer candidates to refine answer prediction.
In summary, the main contributions of this study are three points: First, we
develop an answer distillation network to predict answer candidates for openended questions. Second, an answer guided visual attention mechanism is developed to introduce the knowledge of answer candidates to refine the spatial
attention for visual information, providing better answer prediction. Finally, we
conduct extensive experiments and the results demonstrate that our methods
can effectively predict answer candidates and achieve a new state-of-the-art performance on COCO-VQA dataset.

2

Related Work

Open-ended questions in VQA. Open-ended question is a primary form in
many VQA datasets. [3, 7, 21, 14]. Many methods usually adopt the encoderdecoder architecture: a convolutional neural network (CNN) [15, 24, 25] to encode visual information; a recurrent neural network (RNN) [11, 9, 5] to encode
question information and a decoder to produce the answer. In order to handle
large answer space of open-ended questions, early approaches usually formulate
the answer decoder as a generation model and use RNNs to generate a sequence
as answer in arbitrary form [18, 27]. However, in practice, it is hard to jointly
train the encoder and decoder for VQA if the decoder is in form of RNNs [10].
Then [30] proposes to model the decoder as a multiple-label classifier rather than
RNNs. They collect a set of the most frequent answers in dataset and assume
that the answers of all the questions must be from this answer set. This formulation is simple but effective, and is followed by many approaches such as SAN
[28], MCB [6], MLB [12], and so on. Collecting answers by their frequencies is
also something like of answer distillation and has been demonstrated effective.
However, this kind of answer distillation is still too coarse. In this paper, we further conduct more strict answer distillation to reduce the number of candidate
answers to ten or less.
Multimodal interactions in VQA. Multimodal interactions play an important role in VQA. One of the most popular interactions is the attention
mechanism between questions and images. For example, [31] describes how to
introduce spatial attention to standard LSTM model for convolutional feature
map of image. They prove that image spatial attention mechanism can improve the performance successfully. [28] further develops this scheme with their
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“stacked attention networks” (SAN) which infers the answer iteratively. Meanwhile, some studies focus on the bilinear pooling for feature fusion in attention,
such as Multimodal Compact Bilinear Pooling (MCB) [6], Low-rank Bilinear
Polling (MLB) [12], Multimodal Tucker Fusion (MUTAN) [4]. Different from
the methods above which only employ spatial attention for feature map of image, [17] introduces “hierarchical co-attention model” (HieCoAtt) which jointly
learns attention for both image and question. However, no matter the single
image attention or co-attention, the attention mechanisms mentioned above are
all from the interactions between questions and images, ignoring the attending
of answers. Using knowledge from answers is first been tried by [10]. Since they
don’t limit the number of answer candidates, the model needs careful sampling
of input image-question-answer triplet. Recent work [23] develops high-order attention mechanisms which can handle more than 2 modalities. However, since
there is no answer distillation process in their work, the answer candidates must
be provided manually. Different from those methods, with our answer distillation
architecture, an open-ended question can be first converted to a multiple-choice
one, and then the knowledge of answer candidates can be introduced to help the
final decision.

3
3.1

Answer Distillation for Visual Question Answering
Overview

In VQA, the goal is to generate an answer for a given question Q ∈ Q asked
about an image I ∈ I. In practice, it is usually assumed that the correct answer
is from a pre-collected answer set A (i.e., the answer vocabulary), and formulate
answer prediction as a classification problem:
ã = argmax pθ (a|I, Q)

(1)

a∈A

where ã is the predicted answer and θ are the parameters of the model.
Fig.2 illustrates the overall architecture of our method, which includes two
stages : answer distillation and answer prediction. In the first stage, the model
takes questions and images as inputs and distills the answer set A to a rather
smaller one A. Here A is a set of answer candidates. Then in the second stage,
we jointly take account of questions and images as well as the answer candidates
to make a decision of which one in A is correct:
ã = argmax pθ2 (a|I, Q, A)

(2)

a∈A

where θ2 are the parameters in the second step.
Usually, in VQA, the inputs are first embedded into feature representations.
For image, its representation is typically a feature map v ∈ Rnv ×dv extracted
from convolutional neural networks (e.g. ResNet152 [8] or FasterRcnn [22]). For
question, it can be encoded by GRU recurrent neural networks with a representation of q ∈ Rdq . In the second stage, the representation of answer candidates
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of our answer distillation method for VQA. WE indicates word embedding module. GTANH indicates non-linear transformation layer of
gated-tanh. QGVA and AGVA indicate question guided visual attention and answer
guided visual attention, respectively.

is also a feature map : a ∈ Rna ×da , where na ≡ |A| and the details will be
discussed in Section 3.3.
3.2

Answer Distillation

Since answer candidates must be learned from both common sense and multipleanswers, we model the training of answer distillation network as a multi-task
learning problem.
Learning Common Sense Firstly, before training, we must build the common
sense answers for each question. Let D = {(Q, I, a)} denote training dataset,
where (Q, I, a) is a training sample which means the a ∈ A is the ground-truth
answer for the question Q ∈ Q about the image I ∈ I. Then the common sense
answers for a question Q∗ can be written as:
CSA(Q∗ ) = {a|(Q, ·, a) ∈ D, Q = Q∗ }

(3)

Then we use the following equation to predict the probabilities p of common
sense answers:
hcs = Fcs (q)
(4)
p = σ(Wcs hcs )

(5)

where q is the GRU feature representation of question sequence, Fcs is non-linear
transformation function, hcs ∈ Rdh is the hidden state, Wcs ∈ Rdh ×|A| are the
learned weights and σ is sigmoid function. The non-linear transformation can
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the mechanisms of question guided visual attention (a) and
answer guided visual attention (b).

be ReLU or tanh. Here we use the gated tanh (GTANH) non-linear function
f m→n : x ∈ Rm → y ∈ Rn proposed by [1]. It is defined as:
y = f m→n (x) = tanh(W x + b)

σ(W 0 x + b0 )

(6)

where W, W 0 ∈ Rn×m are the learned weights, b, b0 ∈ Rn are the learned bias and
is the Hadamard (element-wise) product. In our model, we use two GTANH
layers to transform the question feature q to a hidden state hcs :
hcs = Fcs (q) = f 512→2048 (f dq →512 (q))

(7)

As is shown in Eq.5, the sigmoid activation function normalizes the final
score to (0, 1) which is followed by a modified binary cross-entropy loss:
Lcs = γ[−

|A|
X

ti log(pi )] + (1 − γ)||p||1

(8)

i

where p ∈ R|A| is the probability array computed by Eq.5, pi is the ith element
in p, ti = 1 only if the ith candidate ai ∈ A is a common sense answer, otherwise
ti = 0, and γ is a scale factor to balance the two terms. The first term is a part
of a standard binary cross-entropy formulation which only penalizes the positive
positions whose target probability ti is 1. The reason why we don’t penalize
negative positions (ti = 0) is that the positions with ti = 0 may also belong
to common sense answers. Besides, only penalizing the positive positions also
benefits the increase of recall for ground-truth answers. On the other hand, for
a given question, we argue that most answers in A do not belong to common
sense answers, i.e., p should be sparse. Thus we add the second term in Eq.8 to
guarantee the sparsity of p.
Learning Multiple-Answers Multiple-answers are attached to a given questionimage pair, thus this task needs both question and visual information. We employ
Question Guided Visual Attention (QGVA) for image features. Specifically, let
v ∈ Rnv ×dv = {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v nv }. For each location i ∈ [1, nv ], the local visual
feature v i is concatenated with the question feature q. Then they are passed
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sequentially through a non-linear transformation layer, a linear transformation
layer and a softmax normalization layer to obtain the attention weight vector
α. The QGVA attention mechanisms are formally formulated as (see Fig.3 (a)):
λi = Wα f (dv +dq )→512 ([v i , q])

(9)

α = sof tmax(λ)

(10)

dv
X

v̂ =

αi v i

(11)

i=1

where Wα are the learned parameters and λ = {λ1 , λ2 , ..., λnv } is unnormalized
weight vector. All the visual features are weighted by attention weights α and
summed to generate the final single dv -dim attended feature representation v̂.
After obtaining the representations of question (q) and of image (v̂), we
compute the multimodal fusion representation by a Hadamard product (elementwise product):
hma = f dq →512 (q) f dv →512 (v̂)
(12)
The vector hma is a joint embedding of the question and image.
Since our goal is to predict the answer candidates rather than a single answer
with the highest evaluation score, we treat this as a task to learn the probability
distribution of occurrence of answers. Besides, introducing the output of common
sense task above can also provide some guidance for learning multiple-answers.
We formulate the predicted distribution as:
p0 = sof tmax(Wma f 512→|A| (hma ) + hcs )

(13)

where Wma are the learned parameters and hcs is the unnormalized output of
the common sense task from Eq.7. We use softmax activation to make sure that
the result is a standard probability distribution whose summation is 1. Each
location in p0 ∈ RA represents the possibility of the corresponding answer to
be an answer candidate. The target probability t0i for any answer ai ∈ A is its
occurrence frequency in the multiple-answers:
N (ai )
aj ∈A (N (aj ))

t0i = P

(14)

where N (ai ) is the number of ai in ground truth answers. Then we use binary
cross-entropy loss to measure the distance of predicted and target distributions:

Lma

|A|
X
=−
[t0i log p0i + (1 − t0i ) log (1 − p0i )]
i

where t0i and p0i are the ith elements t0 and p0 , respectively.

(15)
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Obtaining Answer Candidates During training, the network is supervised by
both common sense loss Lcs and multiple-answer loss Lma . During testing, since
the multiple-answer branch has contained the knowledge of common sense branch
in training, we use the top K answers in p0 as the final answer candidates. Here
K is a hyper parameter to determine the number of candidates , i.e., |A| ≡ K.
3.3

Answer Prediction

Fig.2 (c) shows the architecture of the answer prediction network. Let A =
{a1 , a2 , ..., aK } denote answer candidates, then the inputs of the network are (Q,
I, A), whose feature representations are (q, v, a).
Answer Embedding. We use a word embedding module to convert answer
candidates to features. The vocabulary of the word embedding is exactly the
whole answer vocabulary A, and there is no LSTM or GRU module followed.
After the word embedding, we obtain the feature representations for answer
candidates: a ∈ R|A|×da = {a1 , a2 , ..., a|A| }.
Answer Guided Visual Attention. Fig.3(b) shows the process of answer
guided visual attention. The answer representations are first fed into a nonlinear layer and transformed to the same dimension dv of visual features. Then
a correlation matrix C ∈ Rnv ×na is obtained by conducting matrix product
between image and answer features:
C = (f da →dv (a)v T )T

(16)

The (C)i,j represents the correlation of the j th answer candidate and the ith
visual patch in image. Then the visual attention weights α are computed by
averaging the correlation matrix C across all answer candidates:
α = sof tmax(1C T )

(17)

where 1 ∈ Rna is an all-one vector. Finally, the attention feature v̂ a is obtained
by the weighted sum of visual features:
v̂ a =

dv
X

αi v i

(18)

i=1

Retrieving the Correct Answer. Let v̂ q denotes the output of the question guided visual attention. The final feature representation of image is formulated as the fusion of v̂ q and v̂ a :
v̂ = v̂ q + v̂ a

(19)

Then we use question and visual knowledge to reason the feature representation
of correct answer ā:
ā = f 512→da (f dv →512 (v̂)

f dq →512 (q))

(20)
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The similarity between ā and each of the answer candidates is measured by their
normalized inner-product:
s = sof tmax(āaT )

(21)

In training, the objective fusion is softmax loss as in [6]. In testing, we choose
the answer who has the maximal similarity in s as the final result.

4
4.1

Experiments
Basic Configuration

Datasets COCO-VQA-v1 The COCO-VQA-v1 dataset [3] is built over ∼200k
images from MSCOCO [16]. Each of these questions is answered by 10 workers,
yielding a list of 10 ground-truth answers. The dataset is split into three parts:
training set (∼248k questions), validation set (∼121k questions) and testing set
(∼244k questions). In the dataset, there are three types of questions: “Yes/No”,
“Number” and “Other” but their answers are not strictly limited by the question
types (e.g., the answers for “Yes/No” questions may not have to be {yes, no}, the
ground-truth may also be “I don’t know” or some other words). The ground truth
answers are avaliable only for training and validation sets while the evaluation
for testing set can be only done on server of the dataset.
COCO-VQA-v2 The COCO-VQA-v2 dataset is an expanded version of
COCO-VQA-v1. It shares the same images with COCO-VQA-v1 but doubles
the questions and makes them more balanced [7]. In COCO-VQA-v2, there are
∼443k questions in train split, ∼214k in val split and ∼453k in test split.
Experimental Setup. In COCO-VQA-v1, we use ResNet152 [8] as the visual
encoder whose output feature map is in size of 14 × 14 × 2048 (196 × 2048).
While in COCO-VQA-v2, we use fixed-bottom-up features [1] of size 36 × 2048
for their high performance in VQA Challenge 2017. As for question encoding,
we use a word-embedding (dim=300) module followed by a GRU whose hidden
size is 512. |A| is fixed to 3000 most frequent answers as in [6] and we train all
of our model using ADAM [13] with fixed learning rate. When training ADN,
the learning rate is 7e-4 while for answer prediction network, the learning rate
is 1e-4.
4.2

Results

Answer Distillation Network For answer distillation, we only care about
whether the ground-truth answers are in the answer candidates. We use Recall
Rate as the metric to measure the performance of our answer distillation network.
It is formulated as follow:
P
(a,Q,I)∈D δ(a ∈ c(Q))
r=
(22)
|D|
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Fig. 4. Recall rate curves of the results of answer distillation network.

where (a, Q, I) ∈ D is a sample in dataset, c(Q) is the answer candidate set for
question Q and δ()˙ is indicative function whose value is in {0, 1}. The experiments are conducted on COCO-VQA-v2 and models are trained on training set
and tested on validation set.
The first factor to influence recall is the number of answer candidates (i.e.
K), which is shown in Fig.4 (a). In this figure, we show the curves of the overall
recall as well as recalls of three types of questions. As expected, the recalls
of all kinds of questions increase along with K. For the overall recall, almost
93% questions can retrieve its ground-truth answers by the answer candidates
at K = 10, and it rises to 94% when K is 20. As a contrast, the recall rate of
the answer vocabulary (i.e. K = 3000) is 97.7% (see the dotted line in Fig.4
(a)), which is the upper bound performance of our model. We see that the gap
between our recall and the upper bound is very small, verifying the efficiency
of our distillation model. Besides, the recall of yes/no questions achieves a very
high level of 99.9% just at K = 2. The reason is that the candidate answers
for yes/no questions are very simple: either “yes” or “no”. On the contrary, the
recalls of number and other questions are under the level of overall, since their
potential answers are complicated.
Fig.4 (b) shows the recalls of three models with different modifications, providing an ablation analysis. “MA” stands for a model only trained with multipleanswer task, and “MA+CS” means the model is trained with both tasks of
multiple-answer and common sense. In “MA+CS bce”, the loss function of common sense task is a standard binary cross-entropy instead of ours in Eq.8. Comparing “MA” and “MA+CS”, we notice that the recall is improved by adding
common sense task to the network. Besides, “MA+CS bce” gets the worst performance, indicating that the loss function in Eq.8 is very important for common
sense learning.
We also compare the recall rates of the results of ADN and the top frequent
answers in answer vocabulary A and the results are listed in Table 1. We find
that when the number of reserved candidates decreases, the recall rate of our
ADN results is still at a high level, which is similar to the conclusion in Fig.4.
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Table 1. Recalls of the answer candidates. n candidate denotes the number of candidate answers. TFA denotes that the candidates are the top frequent answers in the
answer vocabulary. ADN denotes that the candidates are generated by our Answer
Distillation Network.
n candidates

10

20

500

1000

3000

TFA
ADN

57.27
92.72

63.27
94.63

92.21
97.588

95.23
97.69

97.77
97.77

Q: Is there color in this picture?

no
can't tell
white

yes
y
don't know

none
unsure
not sure

Q: Is this a kitchen in a house?

yes
no
don’t know i don’t know
unknown
can’t tell

maybe
none
not sure

Q:How many animals are there?

2
4
6

1
0
7

3
5
8

Q:How many letters are in this sign?

10
5
3

12
4
9

8
6
1

Q:What is the man doing?

surfing
wakeboarding

skiing

windsurfing parasailing
water skiing paddling
kitesurfing snowboarding

Q:What is the guy in the mirror doing?

smiling
eating
staring

sitting
listening
drinking

taking picture

standing
peeing

Fig. 5. Examples of answer candidates. There are three boxes from left to right demonstrating results of ADN for “Yes/No”, “Number” and “Other” questions, respectively.
For each question, only top 9 candidates are displayed. The red ones are the groundtruth answers. The candidate answers for every question are ranked by their predicted
relevance from left to right, top to bottom.

On the contrary, for the top frequent answers (TFA), the recall rate is hard to
be maintained if the number of reserved candidates becomes small. In fact, as
we can see in Table 1, when there are only 10 answers reserved, the recall of TFA
drops to 57.27% while ours is still at 97.77%. This demonstrates the superiority
of our answers distillation network.
Fig.5 shows some result examples of our answer distillation. The first box
shows the answer candidates for some “Yes/No” questions and we can see that
the candidate answers are similar with different questions. The second box is
for “Number” questions whose candidates are mostly number-related. It is noteworthy that the candidate numbers are around the ground-truth numbers. We
also notice that if the ground-truth number is too big (e.g. the answer of the
second question in this box is 27), the ADN may fail to predict a correct set
of candidates. The last box shows examples of “Other” question. The predicted
candidate set can effectively limit the answer space of such questions.
Answer Prediction Network In this section, we compare models with different configurations to show how our answer prediction network works. All the
models are trained on training set and the results are reported on validation set
of COCO-VQA-v2. The answer candidates for each question are provided by the
best model of answer distillation, in which K is set to 10 to balance recall and
computation. During training, some questions are abandoned if their groundtruth answers are not in the corresponding answer candidates. We represent the
answer candidates with a word-embedding module whose feature dimension is
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Table 2. Comparison between Bottom-Up model [1] and different modifications of our
model.
Model
Bottom-Up
Baseline
AD
AD+AGVA

yes/no
80.37
81.72
81.53
81.94

number
42.06
42.56
43.59
43.05

other
54.44
53.20
53.79
54.46

overall
62.48
62.31
62.88
63.27

Table 3. Performances of different answer candidate sets. n candidate denotes the
number of candidate answers. ADN denotes the candidates are generated by our Answer
Distillation Network. TFA denotes the candidates are the top frequent answers in the
answers vocabulary.
n candidates

10

500

1000

3000

ADN
TFA

62.88
40.59

62.45
60.65

62.37
62.06

62.31
62.31

ADN - TFA

+22.29

+1.80

+0.31

+0.00

300. Table 2 shows the comparison of the performances of different models. The
models are:
Bottom-Up. This model is proposed by the state-of-the-art method in VQA
Challange 2017. We use their performance reported in [26] under the same configuration: trained on training split and tested on validation split without extended
data from Visual Genome [14].
Baseline. In order to obtain the baseline, we bring two modifications to
our standard answer prediction network described in Fig.2 (c): (1) setting the
answer candidates as the whole answer vocabulary, i.e., let K = |A| = 3000;
(2) removing the answer guided visual attention module. The first modification
removes the influence of answer distillation and the second one disables the
interactions between images and answers.
AD. Based on Baseline model, we only let K = 10, to see the effectiveness
of answers distillation.
AD+AGVA. This is our standard model as described in Fig.2 (c).
Firstly, when compared with Bottom-Up, our Baseline is similar to their
overall performance. This is reasonable because when let K = |A|, the answer representations a just act as the same role of the linear transformation
in Bottom-Up’s classifier. Secondly, comparing AD with Baseline, we notice
that the answer distillation provides about 0.5% improvements to the baseline.
The most definite improvement happens on “other” questions which verifies the
effectiveness of answer distillation. Finally, when further introducing the answer
guided visual attention module, the performance keeps increasing, demonstrating that the knowledge from answer candidates is helpful for VQA.
Besides, when considering the performance improvements from baseline to
final model on different question types, we can see that “other” questions (1.26%)
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Fig. 6. The influence of γ on VQA performance.

rank the first, “number” (0.49%) behind and “yes/no” (0.22%) the last. This
is because the answer candidates for “yes/no” questions are fixed and simple
thus the effect of answer distillation is limited. But for the other two types of
questions, distilling answers can effectively decrease the number of answers and
the effect is significant. This observation is also consistent with the results shown
in Fig.4 (a).
In order to further analyze the effectiveness of answer distillation, we use
answer candidates from different sources (i.e. from ADN or from TFA) and
change the number of candidates to train the answer prediction network. We
compare their final performances in Table 3. Note that all models in Table 3
are based on AD model where the AGVA module is not included. The only
difference among these models is the input answer candidates. The results show
that the performances with answer distillation is significantly higher than those
without answer distillation (i.e., TFA), especially when the number of candidates
is small. Meanwhile, when the number of candidates decreases, models with
answer distillation can get better performances because irrelevant answers are
excluded, while the models with TFA suffer serious decrease in performance.
In Fig.6, we evaluate the influence of γ in Eq.8 on model performance. As
we can see, the γ is supposed to be neither too big nor too small. The best
performance relies on the careful tuning of gamma, or it may cause some side
effects. This implies that the effectiveness of Eq.8 is a result of the tradeoff
between the two parts.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods Table 4 compares our approaches with the current state-of-the-art methods under different conditions.
All the models employ attention mechanisms and are evaluated on “test-dev”
by official server. The table is split into four parts over the rows according to
different settings.
From Table 4, we have the following observations: Firstly, our model with
answer distillation outperforms all the comparative methods significantly, which
can verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods. Secondly, GloVe model
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Table 4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches on test-dev split of COCOVQA-v1 and COCO-VQA-v2. “Ver.” indicates the version of COCO-VQA dataset. The
results are reported in terms of accuracy in %. “W.E.” indicates where the approache
uses pre-trained word embedding models. “V.G.” indicates training data is augmented
with Visual Genome dataset. “Bottom-up” indicates the model uses bottom-up features
rather than ResNet152 features.
Model

Ver. W.E. V.G. Bottom-up

NMN [2]
v1
SAN [28]
v1
HieCoAtt [17]
v1
RAU [20]
v1
MCB [6]
v1
DAN [19]
v1
v1
MFB [29]
Ours
v1
MCB+GloVe [6]
v1
v1
MLB+StV [12]
MFB+GloVe [29]
v1
Ours+GloVe
v1
MCB+GloVe+VG [6]
v1
v1
MLB+StV+VG [12]
MFB+GloVe+VG [29]
v1
v1
Ours+GloVe+VG
BottomUp+GloVe+VG [1] v2
Ours+GloVe+VG
v2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

yes/no
81.2
79.3
79.7
81.9
82.2
83.0
83.2
83.9
82.5
84.1
84.0
84.8
82.3
83.9
84.1
85.5
81.8
83.4

Test-dev
number other
38.0 44.0
36.6 46.1
38.7 51.7
39.0 53.0
37.7 54.8
39.1 53.9
38.8 55.5
40.4 55.0
37.6 55.6
38.2 54.9
39.8 56.2
41.2 56.7
37.2 57.4
37.9 56.8
39.1 58.4
41.4 58.7
44.2 56.1
45.3 58.0

overall
58.6
58.7
61.8
63.3
64.2
64.3
65.1
65.3
64.7
65.1
65.9
66.2
65.4
65.8
66.9
67.6
65.3
67.0

and Visual Genome can further improve the performance which implies that
good question embeddings are important. Finally, the improvement on COCOVQA-v2 is more significant than COCO-VQA-v1. This is also reasonable because
COCO-VQA-v2 doubles the number of questions asked for each image and balances the answers for different images, which means that there is more Common
Sense knowledge and Multiple Answers knowledge for Answer Distillation.

5

Conclusion

We propose a method based on answer distillation to convert an open-ended
question to a multiple-choice one, which decreases the difficulty for answering a
question. In order to make full use of the knowledge from answer candidates, we
develop an answer guided visual attention mechanism to refine the joint representations of image. By jointly taking account of three modalities of question,
image and answer candidates, our architecture gives further improvements on
real-world VQA dataset compared to state-of-the-art.
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